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Our Vision
Change the story for the next family

to help every child, everywhere 
survive and thrive. 

We will Beat Childhood Cancer by
funding research and clinical trials for

children with solid tumor cancers
creating options for kids TODAY to

increase survival and decrease toxicity.
 



Where The Money Goes represents overall spending during the 2022 Fiscal Year. 
Where The Money Comes From represents $4,860,055, the total funds raised

during the 2022 Fiscal Year (including multi-year pledges.)

For Every Child, EVERYWHERE

Mission Support:
 Fundraising 

and Administration

Mission Delivery:
 Research and Awareness

Partner Foundations, Major Gifts, 
Individual and Corporate Support

National Awareness and
Community Programs

Special Events

2022 Financials

I am incredibly grateful to the wonderful 
 partners and benefactors nationwide that allow
the Beat Childhood Cancer Foundation to
provide this overview highlighting a year of
transition, success, commitment, and hope. 

For more than a decade, the organization has
funded and built a precision medicine program
aimed at finding better treatments by fueling
the next generation of less-toxic therapies and,
ultimately, cures. Fund. Find. Fuel. 

The IN:Formation Project, our renamed
precision medicine program, expanded in 2022
changing the way children with solid tumor
cancers can and will be treated. One size does
not fit all, just as one treatment does not work
for all children. 

By coming together in formation with the right
information, we have the opportunity, we have
the knowledge, we have the power to beat
childhood cancer. While every cancer and every
patient is unique, the expectation is that the
lessons learned from one cancer will broaden
the knowledge to help every child, everywhere.
Fund. Find. Fuel. 

With golden hope,

A letter from Sarah Bartosz, 
Executive Director

Where The Money Goes

Where The Money Comes From



Provides a child's team of physicians the most complete
tumor information with comprehensive genomic insights.

Gains access to a molecular tumor board working to synthesize
powerful insights to help personalize a child's treatment.

Contributes to advancements in less-toxic, more precise and
more effective therapies for solid tumor cancers in kids. 

Participation in the IN:Formation Project:
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No two tumors are the same. In fact, they vary greatly
among patients with the same diagnosis. Many times, a
child's tumor may share characteristics with other
types of cancer – cancers with  different targets and
different treatments.

Instead of treating cancer by its
name, treat it by its nature.



"Beat Childhood
Cancer brings hope
for EVERY CHILD."

 - Dr. Giselle Sholler
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Executive Director 
sarah@beatcc.org
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Development Director
savannah@beatcc.org
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Operations Director
yvette@beatcc.org

 
Patrick Lacey 
Founder and 

Executive Advisor to
the BeatCC Research
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Find Us:
BeatCC.org

@beatchildhoodcancer


